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Computational Methods

• Simulations based on models

• Analysis of large data sets

• Visualization of large data sets 

• In general techniques that depend on high 
performance computing gear to be practical

• Third method of scientific inquiry

• 20th vs 21st century science; atoms and icebergs
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Computational Methods

● Why use simulations?
• too small (atoms, molecules)
• too large (galaxies, the universe)
• too fast (photosynthesis, protein folding)
• too slow (geological processes, climate change)
• too complex (blood circulation, weather)
• too dangerous (toxic materials, nuclear stockpile stability)
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High Performance Computing Gear

Bazaar Cairo BobSCEd Al-salam
Year

GFLOPS
Size

2000 2003 2006 2010
18 128 666 ~3000

32U 16U 8U 13U

Moore’s law, every 18 months the density of transistors in 
integrated circuits roughly doubles
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Moore’s Law in Action

1950 32 Bytes 10^0 phone booth

1975 640 KB 10^3 shoe box

2000 256 MB 10^6 pack of gum

2008 2 GB 10^9 credit card

2030 1 TB 10^12 ?

Typical amount of RAM in a “desktop” computer
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Data > Information > Knowledge

• Complete works of Shakespeare - ~ 5 MB

• Human genome - ~ 1 GB 

• Complete works of Beethoven - ~ 20 GB

• Medical imaging - ~ 30 GB per scan

• Library of Congress - ~ 10 TB

• All US academic libraries - ~ 2 PB 

• Large Hadron Collider - ~1.5 GB/second

Increasingly Readings > Data ...
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Parallel and Distributed 
Computing

• Decomposing large problems into smaller 
ones, solving the smaller problems, and then 
reducing those answers to find “the answer”

• Domain decomposition

• Functional decomposition

• Shared memory systems

• Message passing systems
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Natural Sciences

• Modeling and Simulation
Protein folding
Earthquakes
Phylogenetic reconstruction
Genome construction

• Data Sets
Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Protein Data Bank
Arctic aerial photographs
Geographical information systems (GIS)
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Protein Folding

Source: Pande Lab, Stanford University

Result of an ensemble molecular dynamics simulation (Gromacs) of the villin headpiece
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Earthquakes

Source: San Diego Supercomputer Center
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Climate Change

Source: National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the University of Colorado's National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
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Humanities

• Modeling and Simulation
Game theory
Topic modeling
Text analysis

• Data Sets
Library of Congress
Project Gutenberg
Newspaper morgues
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Rome Reborn

Source: University of California Irvine

Looking out from the Roman Forum in a complete interactive 3D model of Rome
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Arts

• Modeling and Simulation
Animation and rendering
Painting provenance 
Digital music

• Data Sets
Photograph archives
Scanned paintings, sculptures, buildings
Digital recordings
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Is that really a Van Gogh?

Source: Christian Science Monitor

Vase with 15 Sunflowers
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Social Sciences

• Modeling and Simulation
Teacher matching
Social systems
Derivatives analysis

• Data Sets
Census 
Geographical information systems (GIS)
Voting records
Transaction records (commercial and civil)
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What happened 
to the Anasazi?

04/07/2007 09:05 AMThe Atlantic Online | April 2002 | Seeing Around Corners | Jonathan Rauch

Page 10 of 12http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/print/200204/rauch

this case, digital farmers. Each agent represents a household and is given a set of what the scholars believed to be realistic attributes: family

size, life-spans, nutritional needs, and so on. Every year each artificial household harvests the corn on its land during the growing season and

draws down its stocks in the winter. If a household's land produces enough corn to feed the family, the family stays and farms the same land

again the next year; if the yield is insufficient, the family moves to the nearest available plot that looks promising and tries again; if the family

still  cannot eke out sustenance, it is removed from the simulation. I have simplified the parameters, which allow for the formation of new

households, the birth of children, and so on. Still,  the rules are fairly straightforward, basically directing the artificial Anasazi to follow the

harvest and to leave or die off if the land fails to support them.

To see what happens, look at Figure 7. You are looking down, as if from a helicopter, on paired images

of Long House Valley starting in the year 800. Within the valley blue zones represent places where

water is available for farming (darker blue means more water). In both images the red circles represent

Anasazi settlements. But—the crucial difference—the right-hand image shows where real Anasazi

settlements were, whereas the left-hand one shows where cyber-Anasazi settled.

As always, no two simulations are alike; but once again, this one is pretty typical. In the first frame, as

the simulation begins, both the real and the artificial populations are sparse, but the settlements'

locations have little in common—to be expected, since this simulation begins randomly. In Frames 2

and 3 (A.D. 855 and A.D. 1021) the real Anasazi population grows and spreads to farmland in the

south of the valley; the artificial population also grows and spreads, but with a considerable lag, and

the cyber-settlements are more likely than real ones to cling to the edges of fertile zones. Nonetheless,

by 1130 (Frame 4) the real and artificial populations look strikingly similar, except that the artificial

farmers appear to have overlooked some desirable land in the extreme south. By 1257 (Frame 5) the

real population is well along in its decline, and the virtual one continues to track it. (Note that reality

and simulation agree that by this point the southern portion of the valley supports only one family,

though they disagree about where that family lived.) But in Frame 6, at the end of the period, real

history and cyber-history have diverged: the real Anasazi have vanished, whereas several families hang

on in the simulation.

What does all this tell us? Nothing for certain; but it suggests two things. First,  environmental

conditions alone can indeed explain much of what is known about Anasazi population and settlement

patterns. Differences between reality and simulation are many; still,  given the relative simplicity of the

rules and the fact that all but environmental factors are excluded, what is remarkable is how much the

simulation manages to look like the real thing. But, second, environmental hardship does not, at least in

this model, explain the final disappearance. A steep decline, yes; but a small population could have

stayed. Perhaps some unknown force drove them out; or perhaps, more likely, the last few gave up and

chose collectively to leave; or perhaps there is a turning point that this first, still  relatively crude model

has not found.

Even if the modelers fail to explain why the Anasazi left, they will have shown that artificial societies

can come within hailing distance of replicating, in a general but suggestive way, the large trends of real

societies, and even some of the smaller trends. In Long House Valley, Gumerman and Dean led me up

a sandstone slope to the site of the ancient Long House settlement. Gumerman planted himself in the

midst of the ruin and put his arms out and shouted, over an icy morning wind that lashed the valley in

early spring, "It boggles the mind. More than half the simulations produce the biggest site right here—

where the biggest site actually was."

LEARNING FROM LUMPINESS

here is no such thing as society," Margaret Thatcher famously said in 1987. "There are

individual men and women, and there are families." If all she meant was that in a liberal

democracy the individual is sovereign, then she was right. But if she also meant that, as

some conservatives believe, the notion of a capital-S Society is a collectivist fiction or a

sneaky euphemism for the nanny state, then it appears that she was demonstrably wrong; and the

artificial societies I have shown you are the demonstrations. They are, it is true, almost laughably

simple by comparison with real people and real societies, but that is exactly the point. If even the

crudest toy societies take on a life and a logic of their own, then it must be a safe bet that real societies,

too, have their own biographies. Intuition tells us that it is meaningful to speak of Society as something

greater than and distinct from the sum of individuals and families, just as it is meaningful to speak of

the mind as something greater than and distinct from the sum of brain cells. Intuition appears to be
Source: Jonathan Rauch, The Atlantic
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Who were those people?
• Forensic analysis

• Archeology

• Genome sequencing

• Anthropology
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Why Do All This? 

• President’s Information Technology Advisory Committee:
“...computational science is one of the most important 
technical fields of the 21st century...”

• Rising Above The Gathering Storm: “...vastly improving K-12 
and undergraduate science and mathematics education...”

• Bio2010: “...exposure during the early years of their 
undergraduate careers will help life science students use 
current computer methods and learn how to exploit emerging 
computer technologies as they arise...”
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